
 

Was Tig a Bad Dog? A Tig Story                         
Set 6 (120 words) 
Text written by Angela Weeks and photographs by Dotat Communications 

Pty Ltd 

 

Special words 

she, was, the, pizza, of, what, do, you, is, her, hides, 

ground 

Sniff, sniff. What can Tig smell? Tig can smell pizza. 

Tig drags the box off the bench and onto the ground. Tig gets stuck 

into the pizza box. She tugs at the box with her teeth so that she can 

get at the pizza. Tig grabs a lump of pizza. 

Dad sees Tig with the pizza and yells at her to stop. But Tig dashes 

off.  

Dad catches up with Tig. He is cross.  “Bad dog, Tig.”  

Again, Tig runs off. Tig tries to hide behind a shrub. She looks sad. 

Dad is cross and she has lost the pizza. Dad spots her. 

Dad hugs Tig. Do you think that Tig was a bad dog? 

  



Questions 

After reading the text ask students one or more of the following questions. If students are 

working in pairs, alternate Partner 1, then Partner 2. 

 Do you think Tig was naughty to take a slice of pizza? 

 Why did Tig try to hide? Do you think she is good at hiding? Give 

a reason for your answer. 

 Share a time when you ran off or hid because you thought you 

might get into trouble or you were embarrassed. 

 Ask the reader if they have a story they would like to tell you. 

How did they feel at the time? What happened in the end? 

 Do you like pizza? What is your favourite topping? Can you tell me 

how to make pizza?...I’ll tell you if you like. 

 Why did Dad give Tig a cuddle? 

 In the end how do you think Tig is feeling? 

 

 

 


